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Abstract

This framework defines a method of providing Explicit Congestion Control to real-time inelastic traffic like voice and video through the use of session admission control and preemption mechanisms. This approach uses the Pre-Congestion Notification Marking (PCN) [1]
mechanism. PCN marking is deployed in routers to measure and convey two levels of onset of congestion with the SIP controlled endpoints responding to the marking. This approach is different from what is defined in An edge-to-edge Deployment Model for Pre-Congestion Notification [3], as here the admission and preemption control function resides in the application (either in the endpoint or the application server that controls the endpoint. This framework is focused on using Session Initiated Protocol (SIP) as the application signaling protocol but other application signaling protocols could be extended for this purpose.
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1. Introduction

Converged networks that are configured for multiple-services are normally engineered to provide the required quality of service using Diffserv [5], [6] technologies. Real-time inelastic traffic (e.g. voice) is normally configured to use the Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB [8] to provide very low delay, loss and jitter transport. To stay within that engineered quality of service, and to ensure a quality of service level for that traffic, some type of admission control mechanism is necessary. Due to the sensitive nature of voice and other telephony applications (video conferencing), freely allowing these types of sessions onto a network where resources are limited can quickly lead to degradation of service that users may not tolerate. And in a packet based network, the degradation is not limited only to the offending flows, but all real-time flows within the same service class [12] are impacted.

This document proposes an admission control solution based on Pre-Congestion Notification (PCN) Marking [1] process for real-time traffic and probing during session setup. The gist of the solution is that routers at selected points in the network, where congestion is most likely to occur, measure traffic per service class and perform PCN Marking [1] based on observed traffic against two levels, "admissible rate" and "supportable rate". For admission control during session setup, a probing mechanism is used between endpoints to verify bearer path connectivity and the traffic level along the path. SIP endpoints process information that is obtained during probing and make session admission decisions based on application service policy.

PCN marking offers two levels of pre-congestion indication, an "admissible rate" and a "supportable rate". This adds flexibility to admission control decisions. The admissible rate indication essentially warns that network resources have reached the pre-configured traffic limit for admission of new flows but that there is still some available bandwidth. Using this information, applications can decide to filter out certain types of sessions for admission in favor of other types. For example, normal voice flows might be denied, while higher precedence calls such as E911 emergency voice flows are admitted. Whatever the admission control policy, PCN marking enables some discernment in the decision making rather than wholesale denial of sessions.

Normally flows are only admitted as long as the admissible rate is not exceeded, but the admitted traffic on a link can exceed the supportable rate, e.g., due to changing flow behavior or due to redirected traffic after link or router failures. In such a case, corrective actions may be taken to reduce the traffic on the link,
e.g., by preempting already admitted flows in order to restore the QoS to the service class. The preemption procedure is as follows, SIP endpoints monitor PCN markings of media packets from already admitted flows and when they see PCN marking indicating that traffic is above the supportable rate, they invoke their session preemption policy. This session preemption policy is local to the application. The preemption policy can even be "take no action" at jurisdictions where preemption is not allowed.

This proposed framework for session admission control and preemption does not introduce a significant amount of overhead to the network. The PCN marking can be implemented using simple packet metering techniques without the need for flow state information.

2. Requirements Notation

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [4].

3. Terminology used in this Document

Here we provide a brief definition of the terminology used in this document as it applies to the PCN work. A more complete definition and explanation of terminology for this framework is provided in Section 7.

- **PCN** - Pre-Congestion Notification is a method for detecting the onset of congestion (before any packets are significantly queued or lost) and signalling to the endpoints via packet marking of the IP header. This method is applicable to real-time inelastic traffic. The marking of the IP header will be defined in Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1].

- **ECN** - Refers to the use of the standardized two bit field in the IP header that is used for signalling Explicit Congestion Notification [7]. In this framework the ECN field maybe reused to signal two levels of Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1].

- **Admissible Rate** - A bandwidth or resource threshold configured in network elements that when crossed marking of packets occurs to indicate that additional flow/session should not be admitted. In Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1] this is called the "configured-admission-rate".
- Supportable Rate - A bandwidth or resource threshold configured in network elements that when crossed marking of packets occurs to indicate that on-path traffic has exceeded the configured service level. Normally, this would be before any significant queuing or packet loss occurs for traffic being forwarded by this service class. In Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1] this is called the "configured-pre-emption-rate".

- Service class - By service class we mean a grouping of packets belonging to one or more applications or services that generated traffic with similar characteristics and requiring similar QoS treatment. See RFC 4594 [12] for details.

- Endpoint - SIP controlled media device such as a phone, a media gateway or a multi media terminal.

- Admission Control - It is the action of blocking the adding of new flows or sessions into the network in the attempt to prevent overload condition.

- Preemption - During an overload condition, it is the action of removing excess traffic by randomly terminating flows or sessions. Some solution may have additional policies where termination of flows or sessions is performed in some controlled hierarchical fashion.

4. Operational Overview with SIP

In the following sections, we address "how this framework is put together" by providing an operational overview using SIP. We provide an overview of the pre-congestion measurement and packet marking mechanism, and leave the details and PCN marking syntax and metering marking behavior definition to Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1] draft. The SIP protocol provides a mechanism for two or more endpoints to join a session where they exchange media packets between each other. SIP messages control the setup and tear down of the session. The following subsections provide an operational overview for the SIP application environment, with description of session admission control and session preemption respectively.

4.1. PCN Metering and Marking Overview

Routers in the network are configured to meter traffic per service class (DSCP or group of DCSPs) and when the aggregate metering rate exceeds the configured rate, perform PCN marking of packets being forwarded. The metering and marking policy may be per DSCP or group of DCSPs. The routers meter traffic against two configured rates,
"admissible rate" and "supportable rate" whereby the supportable rate is larger than the admissible rate. The "supportable rate" normally is less than the maximum service rate (but may be equal) for this service class, which itself is less than the physical links maximum line rate. The metering and marking algorithms are configured such that they provide optimal response to changing traffic levels without reacting too fast or too slow. Details of metering and marking can be found in Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1]. Note, in Pre-Congestion Notification Marking [1], "admissible rate" is referred to as "configured-admission-rate" and the "supportable rate" is referred to as "configured-pre-emption-rate".

Service Class BW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Class BW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark packets indicating supportable rate is exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportable rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark packets indicating admissible rate is exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissible rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No marking of packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%---------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Packet Marking by Routers

We believe that the above described measurement concept and marking behavior can be extended and applied to other transmission technologies such as radio transmission. For example, a wireless access node may measure radio resources that are currently used for traffic transmission using "rise over thermal" measurement method and mark packets as per the defined thresholds and marking behaviors. It is believed that the measurement method or algorithm that is used for measuring forwarding resource and bandwidth utilization may be different and do not need to be standardization as long as they conform to the marking behavior.

4.2. Probing Mechanism

The probing mechanism is an application level function residing in the application control endpoint (this can be implemented in an end user device, a phone, a media gateway, a multi media terminal or a proxy for the end user device). The probing mechanism is designed to verify:

- Media packets can be sent between the application endpoints.
The current on-path traffic level, with inclusion of the probe traffic, does not violate the required QoS of the service class.

The probing mechanism is used during the session setup process prior to when real media flow packets are allowed to be sent. During the session setup process, the probing mechanism provides these additional benefits:

- Should some method of route control such as ECMP (Equal Cost Multi-Path) be used, probing verifies the path that real media packets will take.
- During the session admission phase, probing can also be used to detect packet loss which also can be used as additional information input to the admission decision.
- Probing effectively can control over admission during "flash calling events".

The probing mechanism being proposed is unidirectional UDP based packet flow with IP source and destination addresses and port numbers matching media packets. For bidirectional flows (VoIP) probing needs to be performed in both directions.

With the probing mechanism being an application function, much of its configuration and detail functional goals are application dependent. The following are some considerations when the application is VoIP using SIP:

- How closely does the probe traffic need to be to real media traffic? Our current simulation and analyses indicate the admission control results can be achieved when the probing flow only consumes a percentage of what the real media traffic would have used if it was admitted.
- When should the probing be stopped during the admission control process? Our current simulation and analyses indicate the probing should be continued during the admission control process until the application level connection is completed, that is until the phone is answered. Our simulation results show that this use of the probing mechanism can control the probability of over admission of flows during "flash calling events" (large number of users placing calls at the same time). Hence, it effectively eases the requirement for having a large bandwidth separation between admissible and supportable rate levels.

The simulation work indicated above is part of another document to be published. More detail will be provided in that future document.
The complete definition of a probing method that can be used for
admission control needs to be agreed upon. And, as being part of the
application function, the probing mechanism depends on and needs to
be coordinated with its application usage.

4.3. Session Admission Control

In this approach admission control uses a probing mechanism to
determine whether there is available bandwidth for a new session.
The endpoints of a session perform this probing which occurs during
session setup. Depending upon results of the probing mechanism, the
session will be either admitted or denied. This decision can be made
within an endpoint, or by a session control server.

Using SIP, the session setup procedure begins with the calling
endpoint sending an "INVITE" to the called endpoint. The called
endpoint must send a response. If it is busy, it will send a
response indicating it is busy. Assuming that it is not busy and
doesn't answer automatically, it will typically alert the user and
send a response indicating that it is alerting the user (e.g. 180
Ringing). When the user responds, it will send a final (non-failure)
response to the calling endpoint. The calling endpoint will
acknowledge that response and media packets will begin to flow
between the two endpoints. Notice this is a highly simplified
overview of SIP for the purpose of this example.

Admission control decisions must be made prior to the point where the
called endpoint alerts the user or sends a final non-failure
response. This implies that the SIP protocol itself must accommodate
this decision. The mechanism for doing so is called a precondition
and its operation is described in "Integration of Resource Management
and Session Initiation Protocol" RFC 3312 [10]. Basically, a
response from the network about network resource usability and path
connectivity status is a precondition to allowing the session setup
process to continue. The called party interrupts its normal call
processing before alerting the user and initiates a procedure to
determine the network resource usability status.

The procedure in this example uses a pre-media probe flow for
determining the status of the network. A probe flow consists of
small UDP packets that have no real-media information, possibly
transmitted at the codec packet time interval, with the endpoints
monitoring for PCN marking in IP header of the received packets.
Routers along the path perform PCN marking of the packets to provide
path utilization levels. Because probe packets have the same source/
destination IP address and port information as the media packets,
they will be forwarded along the same path as the media packets.
Because the path through the network for media packets going in each
direction may be different, and loading of each link may be different in each direction, probing must take place in both directions for bidirectional flows.

Details of the interaction between probes sent through the network and SIP will not be given here. However, a high level walk through is provided to illustrate the process. The walk through assumes that probing is unidirectional. That is, each device independently initiates probing as soon as it knows the destination address of the other endpoint. The number, frequency and size of probe packets to be sent falls outside the scope of this document. Suffice it to say that probe packets are sent in each direction to determine network status before call processing at the called party proceeds to the point of alerting the user. Probe packets may be sent in both directions until user answers the phone or the originator terminates the call attempt.

When a new session is being setup, SIP signalling is used to exchange endpoint capabilities, including whether the endpoints are PCN capable. The following is an overview of a method that can be used for admission control of new session using the PCN method of providing network's ability to support or not to support additional traffic. Figure 2 shows the sequence of events that would take place:

1. Alice, the session originator, sends INVITE sip:bob@abc.com message to Bob, indicating that the precondition [10] for PCN needs to be met before alerting begins.

2. Upon reception of the INVITE message, Bob starts sending probe packets to Alice. As well, Bob generates and sends a 183 Session Progress SDP2 (Answer) to Alice providing Alice sufficient information so that Alice can sending probe packets to Bob.

3. Alice, upon reception of 183 Session Progress SDP2 (Answer) message, starts sending probe packets to Bob.

4. Alice monitors the PCN markings of probe packets sent by Bob and sends the received PCN marking information to Bob in UPDATE SDP3 message.

5. Bob monitors the PCN markings of probe packets sent by Alice as well as the status information received in the UPDATE SDP3 message. If all the probe measurement conditions are met, then the precondition is met and the session setup proceeds as normal. However, should one or more of the conditions not be met, then session setup is terminated with an appropriate failure message sent to Alice.
The above simplified approach is just one way of how SIP signalling can be used with PCN marking to provide admission control.

Alice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INVITE sip:<a href="mailto:bob@abc.com">bob@abc.com</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bob

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>183 Session Progress SDP2 (Answer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) &lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP Probe Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UPDATE SDP3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4)---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)---------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>180 Ringing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>200 OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTP/RTCP Media (G.711)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BYE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>200 OK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: SIP Session Setup

The procedures used by the endpoint to determine whether to proceed with session setup depend on which endpoint is receiving the result and on local policy with respect to the precedence of the session. If there is a need to handle emergency (or within a self contained network other traffic designated as higher precedence) session differently than normal session, and since the network device is unaware of the precedence of the session, this decision must be made at the endpoints. In the context of admission control, application
level session admission policy may dictate that higher priority
sessions may get admitted when probe packets indicate traffic level
that prevent normal sessions from being admitted, e.g., PCN marking
indicates traffic is above "admissible rate" but below "supportable
rate".

Endpoints should be authenticated as complying with the end-to-end
call admission control requirements before they are allowed to
initiate sessions on the network using this mechanism. With SIP this
implies that the SIP Proxy or Call Server that services them directly
should perform this authentication. In the absence of complying
endpoints, edge device which can proxy the PCN monitoring and probing
functions on behalf of the endpoint may be used.

Also note that this implies that a trust relationship must exist
between the endpoints, the SIP server that controls the service and
routers performing the metering and marking in the network. If such
trust relationship is not possible, the enforcement of the action as
signalled by the PCN marking in the IP packet headers needs to be
enforced at trusted network edge nodes. The methods to achieve this
is for further study but some form of packet filtering may be used.

4.4. Session Preemption

There are situations where the network must shed any extra traffic
that it can not forward. This is normally done through packet
dropping. This approach works reasonably well for elastic traffic
that use flow control protocols such as TCP. However, inelastic
traffic such as voice or video normally does not have the ability to
adapt to available bandwidth in the network, therefore excess traffic
is dropped, causing quality of service degradation to all users until
the offered load is reduced. Session preemption is a method whereby
some inelastic flows equaling the excess traffic are removed so that
the remaining traffic can experience good quality of service.
Normally, the session preemption procedure would be applied only to
inelastic flows.

To better understand how preemption can work, we provide an overview
of one of the approaches that is currently being studied. Note, this
approach is different to what is currently described in Pre-
Congestion Notification Marking [1] and An edge-to-edge Deployment
Model for Pre-Congestion Notification [3]. With this approach,
routers using a token bucket measure the rate that is in excess of
the configured supportable rate and mark a packet every "n" bytes.
This marking approach marks a packet every "n" bytes of traffic that
is above the "supportable rate". The marking frequency is dependent
on the value of "n", the size of measured packets at the time that
traffic has exceeded the supportable rate and the amount by which the
traffic has exceeded. This marking behavior is proportional to the rate that is in excess of the supportable service rate. When traffic is above the supportable rate by small amount, marking is infrequent, and when traffic exceeds by large amount, packet marking becomes more frequent. The other property of this approach is that routers mark packets belonging to random flows when traffic is in excess of supportable rate at the measuring point.

Routers in the network meter packets per service class (per DSCP or group of DSCTPs) and when the measured rate exceeds the configured "supportable rate" of the service class, mark packets. In this document we will call this marking as Preemption Marking (PM). PM is conveyed to the SIP controlled endpoints using the agreed upon PCN marking method in the IP header. The SIP endpoints monitor the received media packets and on detecting a packet that is PM marking, invoke the defined preemption procedure for the session. A PM marked packet is as an indication that the "supportable rate" on the packet forwarding path was exceeded. Should the service policy allow for network initiated termination of a session to proceed, the endpoint signals using SIP to the traffic origination endpoint to stop sending packets belonging to that session. For applications that need bidirectional flows, e.g., VoIP, the application using SIP signalling would terminate both sessions. In summary, the routers at the congestion points in the network mark a packet and the endpoints react to the marking by terminating the session or flow that had the marked packet.

Simulation results of this preemption mechanism will be provided in another document to be published. More details will be provided in that future document.

Also note that this implies that a trust relationship must exist between the endpoints, the SIP server that controls the service and routers performing the metering and marking in the network. If such trust relationship is not possible, the enforcement of the action as signalled by the PCN marking in the IP packet headers needs to be enforced at trusted network edge nodes. The methods to achieve this is for further study but some form of packet filtering may be used. One approach could be where edge nodes drop packets belonging to the marked flow.

5. Summary

The high level walk through of session admission control and session preemption in previous sections provided an operational overview of this framework:
1. In the Diffserv enabled network, routers meter real-time inelastic traffic per service class and mark packets indicating that admissible rate or supportable rate at the measuring point was exceeded.

2. SIP controlled endpoints look at the markings of received packets to determine bandwidth utilization along the path from sender to receiver, and based on the marking, session state and service policy take action, admit, block or preempt.

3. During session setup, probing is performed to verify that media packets can be sent end-to-end and that the end-to-end path will have sufficient network resources (bandwidth, etc.) once real media packets are sent to meet its QoS needs.

The solution provided by this framework indicates couple of dependencies:

1. There needs to be a standardized way for indicate the current resource (bandwidth, etc.) utilization condition in the network, to convey the exceeding "admissible rate" and "supportable rate" conditions. We think this dependency will be fulfilled by PCN Marking [1] draft.

2. There needs to be a way for SIP to allow the consideration of network resources prior to admitting new sessions. We think this dependency can be fulfilled by SIP precondition RFC 3312[10].

3. There needs to be a way for the probe packets to be sent prior to making the session admission decision. There needs to be further work on this.

4. A method needs to be agreed upon for SIP endpoints to signal results of probing and reaction to PCN marking. It is believe that this will need to be done in the appropriate SIP working group.

5. Some form of trust relationship may need to be established between different control functions of the solution. This need will depend on the environment that utilize this solution. Further work on this will be needed with the attempt of using existing trust relationship method as much as possible.

6. There may be a need for the trusted network edges to enforce the reaction to PCN marking should the endpoints not behave properly. Further work on this will be needed with the attempt of using existing edge traffic filtering methods.
The resolution of these dependencies may be provided by work in PCN or by other working groups or areas.

6. Open Issues

In this section we list the currently known open issues, some with possible resolutions and discussions.

1. Initially the focus of this workgroup is to define how admission control and where need preemption would be invoked in trusted networks. By trusted we mean that routers will mark packets correctly and that SIP endpoints and the application that is controlling them will respond to the marking per defined policies. This assumption maybe valid for solutions that are controlled by a single administrator or where the trust relationship is established and enforced by other means between two administrators. However, in situations where this trust relationship is not possible, a method needs to be defined so that the network edge devices can enforce the behavior that is signalled from internal network routers using PCN marking, mainly to block the addition of new flows or removal of existing marked flows. This is to address scenarios where the transport network can not trust SIP controlled endpoints or the application controlling the service.

1. Need to investigate other trust relationships, like can endpoints trust the marking as well can one network segment trust the marking of the previous network?

2. Is the ECN nonce as defined in RFC 3168 [7] and RFC 3540 [11] useful for this application? Or can one of the codepoints be reused for other purpose, possibly to indicate one of the pre-congestion traffic level?

3. What method will be used to validate the markings and is it needed with PCN where signalling is used to close the congestion control loop?

2. Currently only non rate-adaptive media codecs are addressed in this draft. A method needs to be defined so that PCN can take advantage of rate-adaptive media codecs. To start the discussion, here is one possible approach:

* During session setup primary and secondary (being a lower rate) codecs are negotiated and agreed upon.
Once a flow has been admitted and the traffic exceeds the admissible rate, routers in the network PCN marking media packet.

Upon detection by the endpoint that the admissible rate was exceeded, endpoints that have the ability to dynamically react to PCN marking do so and reduce their sending rate as agreed to during session setup. Endpoints switch to lower rate codec.

The signalling of codec change is performed using RTCP (Real Time Control Protocol) message sent from the receiver to the transmitter.

7. Explanation of Terminology

In this section we provide additional explanations to terminology unique to this framework:

- **Admissible Rate**: The configured parameter for determining if the current measured IP packet rate is within the limit for allowing flow/session admission. Notice this rate measurement is done for each service class, hence this is a "bulk" rate, not a per flow/session rate. Please note this parameter:
  * Is local to each measurement point (router) of the end-to-end flow/session path.
  * Can be expressed in terms of percentage of total bandwidth allocated to the Diffserv Service Class [12] for handling this type of flow/session, or in absolute terms like bit per second.

- **Supportable Rate**: The parameter for determining if the current measured IP packet rate is within the limit for providing the required QoS, the QoS support required by the application/service. Notice this rate measurement is done for each service class, hence this is a "bulk" rate, not a per flow/session rate. Please note this parameter:
  * Is local to each measurement point of the end-to-end flow/session path.
  * Can be expressed in terms of percentage of total bandwidth allocated to the Diffserv Service Class [12] for handling this type of flow/session, or in absolute terms like bit per second.
o Admission Control: The action process taken by the application entity, based on the network condition indication provided by the packet marking, for determining if a new flow/session is to be admitted. Please note this action process:

* Resides in an application functional module.
* Normally occurs in the application control point of an end-to-end flow/session or intermediary node that is in the path.

o Preemption: The action process taken by the application entity, based on the network condition indication provided by the packet marking, for determining if a previously admitted flow/session is to be terminated. Please note this action process:

* Resides in an application functional module.
* Normally occurs in the application control point of an end-to-end flow/session or intermediary node that is in the path.

o Flow/Session Precedence: An application level flow/session parameter. This parameter:

* Is used to indicate the relative importance of its associated flow/session.
* Can be used by the application control point for admission control or preemption purpose.
* Is an application level parameter. The network does not have any knowledge of this parameter.

o Probing: An application level function for generation of traffic for the purpose of obtaining current network condition indication provided by packet marking and loss measurement. This is needed when there is no normal flow/session packet traffic, for example before a flow/session is admitted. The probing traffic generated needs to:

* Be treated by the network the same as the normal flow/session packet traffic. Needs to be forward along the same end-to-end path that normal flow/session packet traffic.
* Be understood by the application control point as different from the normal media packet traffic.
8. Security Considerations

This section needs to be completed.

The network needs to protect itself from overload through filtering (dropping packets) at the edges and rate limiting traffic to agreed levels. Further, in the interior network nodes, should traffic in a service class exceed the forwarding capacity, the excess traffic needs to be dropped. Methods to establish, maintain, and enforce trusts need to be defined and used. As well in networks where trust relations are not possible, enforcement of the action as indicated by PCN marking is required at network edges, blocking of new flows and removing of PM marked flows.
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